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Parking Do’s & Don'ts
Hampton University
Daily Health Questionnaire

Name *
First Name  Last Name

Email *
(This sends the results to your email, enabling documentation.)

Affiliation *

According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention & the World Health Organization, COVID-19 Symptoms include:

- Fever of 100.4 or higher
- Chills
- Cough
- Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
- Fatigue
- Muscle or body aches
- Headache
- New loss of taste or smell
- Sore throat
Select Tip Type

Select a Tip Type to begin the Tip submission process.

- Accident
- Assault/Abuso
- Disturbance
- Drugs/Alcohol
- Harassment
- Mental Health
- Repair Needed
- Suspicious Activity
- Theft
- Vandalism
- Other
- Suggestion

Continue
AWAREITY TIPS
A Community-wide “Connecting the Dots” Platform, Tools, and Programming for Higher Education

The Butterfly Effect

Are you ready to do your part in changing the world forever?

**Scientific Theory:** The Butterfly Effect involves a single incident, no matter how small, that can change the course of the universe forever.

**Our Theory:** The Butterfly Effect involves a single incident report of a concerning behavior, suspicious activity, or social media comment, no matter how small. That pre-incident indicator can be the piece of the puzzle that saves lives, reputations, bottom lines, and changes the world forever.
What types of Incidents should be reported?

Physical/Personal Security (Phys/Sec)
- Abuse including physical, sexual, emotional and/or psychological
- Aggravated Assault
- Arson
- Bullying/Cyber-bullying
- Burglary
- Campus safety/security concerns
- Criminal Homicide
- Disorderly conduct
- Domestic Violence
- Hate Crime
- Hazing (fraternity and sorority)
- Hazardous campus housing conditions
- Misdemeanor
- Robbery
- Sexual Offense
- Sexual Misconduct/Inappropriate behavior
- Stalking
- Theft
- Unsafe campus conditions
- Unsafe work conditions
- Vandalism
- Weapon law violations
- Workplace Violence

Information Security/Identity Theft (InfoSec)
- Copyright violations
- Cyber Bullying
- Disclosure of confidential information
- Identity Theft
- Plagiarism
- Social Networking Leak
- Unauthorized access to computerized academic or administrative records or systems

Employment (Employment)
- Discrimination
- Harassment
- Racism
- Sexual harassment
- Violation of the 1974 Family Educational Rights & Privacy Act (FERPA)
- Violation of Policy

Emergency/Terrorism (Emg/Terror)
- Drug law violations
- Liquor law violations
- Student health concerns
- Terrorism
- Threat of violence
- Weapons
- Suspicious Picture/Note Taking

Ethical (Ethical)
- Academic dishonesty and cheating
- Admissions Irregularities
- Environmental Violations
- Ethical violations
- Fabrication of records and official documents
- Financial concerns
- Fraud
- Improper Supplier or Contractor Activity
- Misappropriation of funds
- Misuse of authority

*Please contact 911 in an emergency

Once I submit an Incident, what happens?
Incident Reports are securely transmitted to and stored on the TIPS platform (hosted by Awareity, a trusted partner approved by your organization) and once the Incident Report is received, notifications are sent to appropriate personnel and threat assessment team members selected by your organization. Your Incident Report will only be viewed and accessible by personnel that your organization has approved for each incident type.

Is my Incident Report Anonymous?
Yes, if you choose not to share your personal information when submitting an Incident Report.

How secure is TIPS and my Incident Report?
All data transmitted between the Incident Report form and the TIPS platform is encrypted using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology. Incident reports can be securely submitted from anywhere Internet access is available.

How do I know if someone has responded to my Incident Report?
If you would like feedback regarding the Incident Report you submit, or if you would like to be available for follow up questions, you can provide your name and contact information. You may wish to create a pseudonym, a fake e-mail account that does not identify your real name.
Emergency Notification – As of Oct 10, 2021
Click the link below to read information about Hampton University's response to COVID-19.

Visit http://aert.hamptonu.edu +
AWAREITY TIPS BUTTONS
About

Pirate Notification System (PNS)
Date: February 3, 2021

RE: Hampton University’s New Pirate Notification System (PNS)

Dear Hampton University Faculty/Staff/Student:

Your safety is Hampton University’s top concern. In support of that, we are excited to share with you our new emergency notification system launched this summer. We call it the Pirate Notification System (PNS). This system is designed with ease-of-use as a priority, allowing users at all levels to quickly and easily send and receive notifications. The PNS will further strengthen our emergency preparedness and communication plans.

What the Pirate Notification System means to you.

PNS enables university officials to communicate with students, staff, and faculty in minutes by sending a message through multiple contact methods—including email, text messaging, and phone calls and enables the University to deliver critical information to the community about a wide variety of situations, including campus safety alerts, public health emergencies, campus evacuations, and class cancellations. This is a free service to members of the university community. You can update your contact info and preferences at any time.

How the Pirate Notification System works:

1. University official creates voice and/or text message via phone or computer
2. Mass notification system attempts to contact everyone simultaneously with voice and text messages via their preferred devices
3. Students, faculty, and staff receive text and voice messages in minutes—whether located on campus or off campus, in class or in transit or elsewhere

Help us reach you in an emergency: enroll in the Pirate Notification System today!

The success of the Pirate Notification System relies on you to provide up-to-date and accurate contact information. To receive PNS alerts, please sign up by following the instructions on the email notification which was sent to your Hampton University email account with the subject line: Member Portal Registration Invitation from Hampton University Pirate Notification System.

Please register as soon as possible. Having your latest contact information (cell number/alternate email) in our notification system is the only way to ensure we can quickly communicate with you in an emergency. If your initial invite has expired, please send an email requesting a new invite to universitypolice@hamptonu.edu.

Thank you for participating in this very important program.

Sincerely,

David Glover
Chief, HUPD
The Clery Act requires colleges and universities to report campus crime data, support victims of violence, and publicly outline the policies and procedures they have put into place to improve campus safety.
Clery Components

• Have emergency notification procedures
• Provide educational programs and campaigns
• Issue campus alerts
• Keep a crime log
• Keep a fire log
• **Collect crime reports from campus security authorities**
• Request crime statistics from local law enforcement
• Submit crime and fire statistics to the Department of Education
• Have procedures for institutional disciplinary action in cases of dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault and stalking
• Have missing student notification procedures
Individuals may be designated as Campus Security Authorities based on whether they perform the following functions:

- Their official job responsibilities involve **significant interaction with students and/or campus activities**;
- They serve as **informal or unofficial mentors** to students;
- They serve as a member in an office or of a committee to whom students are instructed and informed to report or discuss crimes, allegations of crimes, and other troubling situations, and/or
- They have oversight for disciplinary procedures.
With over 55 student-run organizations at Hampton University, there's a fair chance that you may already be a Campus Security Authority!
QUESTIONS

hupdcomments@hamptonu.edu

davide.glover@hamptonu.edu